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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
As outlined on page 3, our industry recently celebrated the launch of
the new consolidated association – Concrete NZ – which will operate
to promote excellence in all things concrete, in an efficient and
effective manner that provides better value for all.

Kia ora readymixers,
Welcome to the latest Newsletter, and the first using the Concrete NZ
– Readymix Sector Group branding.
The recent Concrete Industry Conference held at Te Papa in
Wellington was, as has become customary, a great success with an

Concrete NZ will seek to assist in elevating concrete as a modern

unprecedented number of delegates in attendance. Feedback was

and resilient construction material of choice through a united voice

particularly positive in terms of the Technical Programme, which is

that brings confidence, knowledge and leadership to members and

very encouraging.

stakeholders.

I will again be our sector’s representative on the Organising

The NZRMCA has been a strong supporter of the consolidation from

Committee in 2018, and would like to build on this year’s

the outset, and I would like to acknowledge the commitment shown

achievements and develop an even stronger stream of readymix

by our representatives on the Consolidation Working Group – Jeff

focussed papers. So, please don’t hesitate to contact me with ideas

Burgess of Supacrete Concrete and Bob Officer of Allied Concrete.

you are willing to share.

Bob will continue to monitor consolidation developments in both his

The Conference was also an opportunity for the wider industry to

role as the readymix representative on the Concrete NZ Board and

celebrate success, and there was no shortage of exemplar concrete

as a member of the Concrete NZ Consolidation Sub-Committee.

based project to recognise. From a readymix perspective the Plant

Over the coming months the administrative functions of Concrete NZ

Audit Scheme Supreme Plant Award somewhat unusually went to

will ‘bed-in’ and its brand become more prominent as the association

two plants (see page 4) and it was great to see Terry’s Concrete
share the top-honour with Allied Concrete.

pursues its objectives as outlined in its Strategic Charter.

I mentioned in my previous column that the NZRMCA had recently

Finally, I wish to thank long-time Council members Andrew Moss
of Firth Industries and Jeff Burgess, both of whom stepped down

established a Health & Safety Forum under Chair Brian Godfrey

recently after having given tremendous support to the Association

of Allied Concrete. The first output from the group has been

over many years.

Concrete Truck Bowl Cleaning: Guidance Document – see page 5. The
publication represents a huge amount of effort on the part of Allied

Paul Donoghue

Concrete’s Christchurch based team. I applaud their willingness to

NZRMCA / Concrete NZ - Readymix Sector Group President

share their experiences for the betterment of the entire industry.
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Hon. Dr Nick Smith (former Minister for Building and Construction) flanked by Rob Gaimster (Concrete NZ CEO) and Glenda Harvey (Concrete NZ Chair).

CONCRETE NZ – FUTURE PROOFING INDUSTRY
The New Zealand concrete industry has come together to promote concrete as the
resilient construction material of choice for a modern New Zealand.
Concrete New Zealand (NZ) was launched on 28 August 2017 at a

Founding member organisations of Concrete NZ are the Cement

Parliamentary function in Wellington hosted by Hon Dr Nick Smith,

& Concrete Association of New Zealand (CCANZ), the New Zealand

former Minister for Building and Construction.

Concrete Masonry Association (NZCMA), the New Zealand Ready
Mixed Concrete Association (NZRMCA), Precast New Zealand (PCNZ)

“Concrete, in its many forms, is the foundation (and heart) of the

and the New Zealand Concrete Society (NZCS).

majority of residential, commercial and infrastructure construction
throughout New Zealand.”

Concrete NZ aims to be a highly respected and valued association,
supporting industry to position concrete as the resilient construction

“The recent earthquakes have demonstrated the benefits of

material of choice for a modern New Zealand. This will be achieved

appropriately designed and built concrete structures. It is simple,

through a consolidated voice that brings confidence, knowledge and

concrete is functional, resilient and sustainable. In New Zealand,

leadership to members, industry and regulators.

concrete is the ideal fit-for-purpose building material – it has no
rival in modern construction,” says Concrete NZ Chief Executive Rob

“As a consolidated association, this new organisation speaks with

Gaimster.

collective authority on behalf of its members,” says Concrete NZ
Chair Glenda Harvey. “Stakeholders within government and amongst

“Concrete NZ is being launched at a time of unprecedented

professional groups can now liaise with a single concrete industry

construction activity, with work across all sectors forecast to remain

association.”

strong for the immediate future,” says Mr Gaimster. “New Zealand’s
cement production is world-class, as are our ready-mixed concrete

Through a pan-industry work programme Concrete NZ will strive to

and precast operators. The concrete industry is capable of meeting

improve perceptions, raise standards and promote quality through

the expected rise in future demand.”

its consolidated voice. Areas of activity will include regulatory
advocacy, knowledge transfer and Standards development.

“The idea of a single consolidated association for the concrete
industry emerged several years ago. As an industry, we want to be

“We are very excited about what Concrete NZ can help its members

better placed to promote excellence in all things concrete, in an

achieve in the future,” says Ms Harvey. “A key outcome of the

efficient and effective manner that provides better value for all. I am

consolidation will be contributing to a resilient and prosperous

very pleased that we have been able to realise that vision.”

New Zealand.”
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NZRMCA Honorary Member Maurie Hooper with Chris Munn of Allied Concrete.

2017 READYMIX AWARDS
October’s Concrete Industry Conference set a new benchmark by attracting
371 delegates, which eclipses the previous-best gathering (368 delegates) at the
Wairakei conference in 2014. Organisers have received excellent feedback about
this year’s event, particularly about the quality of the technical programme.
2017 Plant Audit Scheme Supreme
Award winners were Allied Concrete’s
Tairua Plant and Terry’s Concrete
Te Horo Plant. Quality assurance
was the primary reason for the
establishment of the New Zealand
Ready Mixed Concrete Association
and the development of the Plant
Audit Scheme many decades ago, and
the independently verified scheme

Martin Lincoln of
Ramsetreid/Danely

remains vitally important.
The judging criteria for this Award

acknowledge consistent high performance. The 2017 winners were
selected from a group of plants that had received Excellence Awards
in at least 4 of the last 5 years. The judges highlighted the fact that
these two plants received Excellence Awards in each of the last 5
consecutive years. They demonstrate a stead-fast attention to detail by
the concrete production team in a time when the spotlight is firmly on
“quality”. The plants are an example to all other ready mixed concrete
producers across New Zealand.
The 2017 Best Conference Stand Award was taken home by
Ramsetreid/Danely. Competition amongst the trade stands was fierce
this year with several companies going the extra mile to display their
products and services in an engaging manner. The judges felt that
Ramsetreid/Danley struck the perfect balance between an intriguing
display and technical details; this was complemented by a number of

Terry Whiteman of Terry’s Concrete.

proficient staff on hand to answer questions.
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CONCRETE TRUCK BOWL CLEANING: GUIDANCE DOCUMENT
The Concrete NZ Readymix Sector Group has released
the Concrete Truck Bowl Cleaning: Guidance Document,
which seeks to assist ready mixed concrete producers
to understand the risks and controls associated with
concrete truck bowl cleaning.

suggested controls offer a mechanism to

Information relating to identified risks, testing data, the requirements

Conference presentation Concrete Bowl

of an employer and the Health and Safety at Work Act 2015 are all

Cleaning - The Allied Concrete Journey

covered.

which outlines Allied Concrete’s research

manage the risk. Links to additional webbased information, such as WorkSafe
documentation, are also included.
The Guide can be read in conjunction
with the 2017 New Zealand Concrete

CONCRETE TRUCK
BOWL CLEANING
GUIDANCE DOCUMENT
OCTOBER 2017

findings and resulting bowl cleaning

It is intended that the Guide will enable concrete producers to make

processes.

informed decisions in relation to bowl cleaning to help ensure worker
safety.

Download both documents from
either the Concrete NZ (www.concretenz.org.nz) or NZRMCA

Twenty-one risks are identified and described, including dust, noise and

(www.nzrmca.org.nz) websites.

vibration. Industry data / observations help to describe the risk, while

2017 PLANT AUDIT SCHEME ZONE AWARDS
The Scheme itself was put through an audit process by

At the end of the year there were 179 plants
within the scheme (161 main plants and 18
satellite plants).

Bureau Veritas Certification New Zealand in June 2017.
The audit identified that the Quality Management
System is well established and documented, that

The judging for the Supreme Award followed

it is mature and appropriately controlled, with

procedures introduced several years ago, i.e.

evidence of development and maintenance inline

determining the winner from a group of plants who

with ISO 9001:2008 and client requirements.

have achieved a number of Excellence certificates
over the last five years.

2017 Plant Audit Scheme Zone Awards
SUPREME WINNER (JOINT): Allied Concrete’s Tairua Plant and Terry’s Concrete Te Horo Plant
ZONE 1

ZONE 2

ZONE 3

ZONE 4

Allied Concrete Limited,
Alexandra

Allied Concrete, Waitara

Allied Concrete, Bombay

Allied Concrete, Tairua

Allied Concrete Limited,
Greymouth (South Beach)

Allied Concrete, New Plymouth

Allied Concrete, Penrose

Allied Concrete, Tauranga

Allied Concrete, Palmerston
North

Allied Concrete, Silverdale

Allied Concrete, Whakatane

Byfords Readi-Mix Limited,
Taihape

Allied Concrete, Waipapa
Allied Concrete, Whangarei

AML Limited T/A Holcim
Concrete, Horotiu

Allied Concrete Limited,
McAlpine Street, Christchurch
Allied Concrete Limited, Nelson
Allied Concrete Limited, Rangiora
Allied Concrete Limited, Wanaka
Allied Concrete Limited,
Washdyke
AML Limited, Christchurch North
Cromwell Certified Concrete
Limited, Cromwell
Firth Industries, Amberley
Firth Industries, Bromley
Firth Industries, Geraldine

AML Limited T/A Holcim
Concrete, Avondale

Bowers & Son Limited, Te
Awamutu

AML Limited T/A Holcim
Concrete, East Tamaki

Firth Industries, Hamilton A

Firth Industries, Paraparaumu

Firth Industries, Rotorua

Firth Industries, Stratford

Atlas Concrete Limited, Kumeu

Firth Industries, Taupo

Firth Industries, Turangi

Atlas Concrete Limited, Ruakaka

Firth Industries, Thames

Higgins Concrete Limited,
Porirua

Atlas Concrete Limited,
Takapuna

Firth Industries, Tokoroa

Mobile Concrete Limited,
Gisborne

Atlas Concrete Limited, Wiri

Supacrete Concrete Limited,
Tauranga (Greerton)

Firth Industries, Aotea Quay
Firth Industries, New Plymouth

Counties Ready Mix Limited,
Drury No. 1

Terry’s Concrete Limited,
Te Horo

Firth Industries, Leonard Road

Firth Industries, Invercargill

Firth Industries, Puketona

Firth Industries, Rolleston

Wharehine Ready Mixed
Concrete Limited, Mangawhai

Firth Industries, Westport
Higgins Concrete Limited,
Richmond
McGregor Concrete Limited, Te
Anau
McGregor Concrete Limited,
Winton
Wreys Bush Concrete Products
Limited, Otautau
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HARDENED CONCRETE PERFORMANCE GUIDELINES FOR
CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS IN NEW ZEALAND
JAMES MACKECHNIE
Hardened concrete properties are important for
ensuring structural performance and durability of
infrastructure and buildings.

Post-tensioned industrial slabs still use traditional methods of

Designers require a range of hardened properties are achieved

ASTM C1074, which is more efficient and reliable.

monitoring in situ strength (field cylinders cured next to the slab
in accordance with NZS 3109:1997). Internationally strength
assessment in the field has moved to the maturity approach as per

during construction including strength, dimensional stability and
durability. This article considers the following issues that affect

CORE STRENGTH MEASUREMENT

hardened properties of concrete:

The reliability of core strength testing of concrete is often

•

Measuring the strength development of concrete in the structure

compromised by the following issues:

at early ages

•

•

testing
•

•
•

strength and when should tensile testing be specified

•

The most significant issue is the way laboratory testing of concrete

Strength of concrete increases with curing time and this is quantified

cores is being carried out in New Zealand. Rubber capping of the

by the maturity index being the product of temperature and time.

core ends is not in accordance with the standard and in some

This maturity approach is used in ASTM C1074 to predict in situ

cases no capping of any type is used on sawn ends of cores. Cores

strength of concrete and has several advantages over empirical

diameters are invariably less than 100mm diameter and this means

estimates and non-destructive testing such as Schmidthammer.

the restrained rubber capping rig does not work as intended.

Figure 1 show the typical relationship between maturity index and

Recommendations to be included in an updated version of CCANZ

strength.

IB74 include the following:

Temperature (ºC)

Thermal

Concrete slab

•

30
25

Laboratory

20

•

500
In situ

15

8
16
Time (hours)

24

•

Mode of failure must be reported to identify unusual modes of
Any obvious voidage or lack of homogeneity must be reported

Cores cannot be tested as if they are test cylinders since there are

In situ

0

Cores should be tested in the as received moisture condition

•

10 MPa

400 500
750
Maturity Index at 24hr (ºC.hr)

•

failure

Lab

8 MPa

Restrained rubber capping system should not be used for core
testing

400

Thermal
18 MPa

Core ends must be either ground or hard plastered to NZS 3112
tolerances

750

0

Strength (MPa)

Incorrect analysis and interpretation of core strengths of
concrete

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH DEVELOPMENT

40 MPa concrete

Core testing done without hard plaster caps or grinding of the
ends (rubber capping)

Can tensile strength be simply inferred from compressive

Three curing regimes

Core diameters chosen of less than 100mm due to thin slabs or
limited clearances

Controlling dimensional stability of concrete and when should
drying shrinkage of concrete be specified

•

Sampling done widely across the structure such that each core is
a snatch sample

Reliably estimating the in situ strength of concrete from core

several key differences including diameter not been exactly 100mm,
test samples are generally extracted from the structure at a moisture

1
10
100
Age of concrete (days

state well below saturated and compaction may be variable. Lower
strength ranges are particularly vulnerable to poor end preparation
and splitting induced by the neoprene capping dilating under load.

Figure 1: Maturity index approach for predicting strength of
concrete

TENSILE STRENGTH

This maturity approach has several advantages over traditional
methods such as casting cylinders on site:

Tensile strength is sometimes specified when performance cannot

•

of this property in situations such as when designing unreinforced

be simply inferred from compressive strength due to the importance

Thermocouples can be cast into the concrete core that is less
affected by external temperature fluctuations

•

airport hard-standings. When specifying for tensile strength of

Sensors near the surface allow wireless extraction of information

concrete, the following should be considered:

to be downloaded including temperature, maturity and predicted

•

strength
•

Whether tensile splitting or flexural tensile strength testing is
appropriate (tests produce significantly different strengths – see
Figure 2)

Correlations between maturity index and strength can be
undertaken during the pour to allow for material and mix design

•

variations

What size test specimen should be used for testing (larger
dimension generally give low strength and large beams are more
vulnerable to handling damage)
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compressive strength)
P
P Tension Compression
fsp=2P/πd1
NA

fb=PL/bd2

P
L/3

Tensile splitting strength

L/3

L/3

700

0.6
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0.1

0
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0.50
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20

30
40
50
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0.4

0
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.30
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WD - 150
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300

350

400
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500

Figure 3: Typical range of drying shrinkage for laboratory testing
(AS 1012.13)

Crushed
rough

The above shrinkage strains are based on an accelerated drying

Elongated
textured

60

45

Cement content (kg/m3)

7

Tensile performance

60
50
40

38

30
20

Tensile strength (MPa)

0.4

0.

600

Flexural splitting strength

f p=

50

range
Typical ete
of concr

800

200
200

Bending moment

0.

0.

900

0

1000

should this be achieved (tensile strength develops faster than

0.7

What level of tensile strength is required and at what age
Drying shrinkage (microstrain)

•

60

Strength of concrete increases with curing time.

regime (AS 1012.13) and values need to be modified for restraint,
size and environmental conditions. Shrinkage strains in concrete

Rounded
smooth

structures are therefore lower than laboratory shrinkage strains.
Large raft slabs are typically 1-2m thick and only limited drying is
possible from the top surface. As such typical drying shrinkage

Figure 2: Tensile strength types and material influences

estimated for these structures may be as little as 30% of the

Structural specifications concerning tensile strength will often

laboratory shrinkage.

have supplementary requirements such using crushed aggregates

Guidance on drying shrinkage in now given in NZS 3101 based

or limiting slump. These prescriptive requirements are generally

on data from CCANZ TR11 and using AS3600/NZ Bridge Manual

unnecessary if the tensile strength has been explicitly specified and

provisions. This allows adjustment for local materials and structural

in some cases may adversely affect performance.

geometry and restraint.

DRYING SHRINKAGE

SUMMARY

Drying shrinkage of concrete involves numerous material,

The structural performance of concrete depends on good design

environmental and structural factors, which results in widely variable

being converted into appropriate construction on site. To achieve

in situ strains in concrete. Even laboratory testing of the free

this goal designers must ensure that material properties are

shrinkage of standard prisms is subject to several material factors.

achieved in practice and this can only be done when structural

The main material factors affecting drying shrinkage are shown in

specifications are practical, relevant and measureable.

Figure 3. Shrinkage reduces at higher water/cement ratios due to

This article is based on the paper Hardened Concrete Performance
Guidelines for Construction Projects in New Zealand by James Mackechnie
of Allied Concrete from the 2017 New Zealand Concrete Conference in
Wellington. It is the third in a series.

lower paste contents while very low w/c ratios appear to reduce
drying shrinkage since a significant amount of autogenous shrinkage
occurs before measurements start at 7 days.
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BCITO have sought to address diversity through Workforce Development Plans for women, Māori, Pasifika and Asian workers.

WORKFORCE DIVERSITY: CHALLENGE OR OPPORTUNITY?
THE CHOICE IS YOURS
The construction sector has seen unprecedented
growth over the past five years. Continued growth
in the concrete sector has a considerable impact on
employment. In addition, extra people are going to be
needed to replace people who leave the sector through
retirement or moving to other sectors. In total over the
next five years just over 3,800 new people, or about 760
people a year, are needed in the sector.

BCITO is working with industry to increase diversity in concrete

While business is booming, skill shortages in the sector are

This diversity is most pronounced in younger age groups. By 2038

widespread with companies reporting difficulty in finding people

more than half of workers aged 15-39, when people traditionally start

with the skill level required. Skill shortages can lead to firms being

working in construction, will be non-European.

businesses. More diverse businesses can better meet a wider range
of customer needs, are more innovative, and benefit from a wider
range of skills that people from diverse backgrounds offer.
Encouraging diversity is especially important as the composition
of the New Zealand workforce is changing rapidly, both in terms of
ethnic diversity and the role of women.
In terms of ethnicity, over the next 20 years most population growth
is expected to come from Māori, Pasifika, and Asian ethnic groups.

unable to keep up with work and demand from the wider sector.

ETHNICITY OF WORKERS IN CONCRETE AND THE NZ WORKFORCE, 2013

This creates pressure in the sector and can lead to undesirable
behaviours such as substandard work, increased reliance on

Ethnic Group

Concrete Sector

NZ Workforce

subcontractors and cutting corners. This puts the reputation of firms

European

77%

77%

and the sector as a whole at risk and can also create the need for

Māori

19%

11%

Pasifika

7%

5%

ENCOURAGING DIVERSITY TO MEET DEMAND

Asian

4%

11%

In the face of strong growth and skill shortages across the

Other

3%

3%

costly re-work.

construction sector, concrete businesses face stiff competition for
new staff. To meet the demand for new staff the concrete sector

Source: Infometrics. Note: Totals are greater than 100% as people can
identify with more than one ethnic group

needs to look beyond their traditional workforce and attract capable

Over the last few decades women have been moving into many

people from a range of backgrounds.

jobs that were previously heavily male dominated. These changes

8
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Trainees in the concrete sector are more ethnically diverse than any other BCITO sector.

look set to continue as perceptions about gender roles evolve.

are employed because they have an existing connection to an

Women are breaking down barriers in sectors that are still heavily

employer or work place. If a group is under-represented in a sector

male dominated, and are also increasingly moving into more senior

then they are less likely to have existing connections and therefore

management and board level positions.

less likely to gain employment in the sector.

HOW DIVERSE IS THE CONCRETE WORKFORCE?

OPPORTUNITIES FOR EMPLOYERS

The concrete sector is already more diverse than many construction

Increasing diversity presents a significant opportunity for employers.

sectors, but there are particularly gains to be made in terms of

Businesses that can make themselves more inclusive and appeal to

getting more Asian people, recent migrants, and women into the

a wider range of staff will have more potential employees to choose

sector.

from.

Compared to the New Zealand workforce, the concrete sector has

In addition, diverse businesses can better meet a wider range of

a considerably higher percentage of Māori workers and a higher

customer needs, are more innovative, and can benefit from a wider

percentage of Pasifika workers, but a considerably lower percentage

range of skills that people from diverse backgrounds can offer.

of Asian workers.

To encourage diversity employers need to consider their recruitment

In addition, there is very little gender diversity in the concrete sector

and employment practices and make sure that they are appropriate

with women very under-represented in trades’ roles. Women make

for people from diverse backgrounds.

up about 3% of people working in trades roles in the Concrete

First and foremost, businesses need to value their employees as

sector.

individuals and be aware of people’s unique strengths and needs.
Great employers run businesses that are inclusive and adaptable

BARRIERS PREVENTING A MORE DIVERSE WORKFORCE

enough to attract a range of diverse staff.

To have a more diverse workforce potential workers from a range

To help good businesses become great, BCITO (www.bcito.org.nz)

of backgrounds need to want to work in the sector and employers

has developed an online toolkit for employers. The toolkit includes

need to be willing to hire them. There are a range of reasons why this

resources on diversity, cultural intelligence, and flexible workplace

doesn’t happen.

practices as well as a wide range of more general resources.

Many of them are around perceptions – for example women aren’t

This article is based on the paper Workforce Diversity: Challenge or
opportunity? The Choice is Yours by Jenny Connor, Mark Williams and Greg
Durkin of the Building and Construction Industry Training Organisation
(BCITO) from the 2017 Concrete Industry Conference in Wellington.

strong enough to do heavy jobs or people from particular ethnic
groups don’t speak English. Another common barrier is lack of
connections between potential workers and employers. Many people

9
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3D printed bridge by D-Shape. Image. Julia, 2016.

3D PRINTING: THE WAY OF THE FUTURE
printing is finished, the support material

“Callaghan Innovation is seeking to inspire the cement
and concrete industry to innovate, and one way is
through the introduction of novel materials and
processes.”

will be removed from the finished product.
FDM is one of the most developed CAM systems. This is due to
the extrudable nature of cementitious materials, which means the
melting process used for plastic materials is not required.

This is the view expressed by Yaodong Jia and Conrad Lendrum of

However, cementitious materials have inherent shortcomings. If the

Callaghan Innovation’s Advanced Materials Group, at the recent
Concrete Industry Conference in Wellington.

setting time is too short, the concrete will set inside the print head

Their presentation covered the opportunities and challenges related

printed layers will not have enough strength to support the new layer.

and block the pipeline but if the setting time is too long, the previously

to 3D concrete printing, and how the technology, in its various forms,
might be applicable in New Zealand.

Another current drawback is the printed body has poor tensile strength,

Internationally, 3D printing or Additive Manufacturing (AM) is

scope to incorporate reinforcement in the current CAM techniques.

in concrete this is overcome by using reinforcement but there is limited

currently being driven by strong demand from the automotive,

Unlike plastic FDM systems, there is no two-nozzle system for printing

medical, military and aerospace sectors, with construction tipped

support material developed for CAM, nor is there a printing system to

to be the next sector to fully embrace it. With digital files instructing

print paste/mortar/concrete and steel bar at the same time.

robotic machines, the potential is there to significantly reduce

As such, FDM is not currently suitable for structural applications or

labour and materials costs and construction times, as well as deliver

for designs with overhanging features. Nevertheless, it does offer

innovative designs not ordinarily fabricated in concrete.

many innovative options.

Cementitious Additive Manufacturing (CAM), is currently focussed

Contour Crafting is an FDM-based technology from southern

on Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM) and 3D Printing (3DP)

California, in which a gantry crane arm can print and back-fill the

methods. These new technologies could provide opportunities for
New Zealand companies to lead the way in the region.

walls, after which precast beams and ceiling elements can be added.

FUSED DEPOSITION MODELLING (FDM)

the interior is filled with an appropriate material such as concrete; a

The body is printed separately, in two stages – formwork first, then
method that offers significant time and labour savings.

A FDM system has three main components: a liquefier head with an
extrusion nozzle for printing; a movable build platform for supporting
the part, and a feed system for material supply.
During printing, the material is firstly liquified, then directly extruded
onto the building platform. After the first layer is deposited, the
second layer will be placed on top of it. The bonding between the
layers is weak when the printing materials are still fresh.
When printing overhanging structures, the print speed must be
slowed and/or supporting materials must be used. In this instance
two different extrusion nozzles can be used, one to print the

Printed formwork refill by concrete or printed pattern. Images
Hwang, D.B. 2005.

structure and the other to print the supporting material. After the

10
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A technique developed in the UK by Additive Manufacturing Research

D-Shape uses synthetic (epoxy) resins to bond sand within a powder

Group called Concrete Printing is similar but can vary its resolution

bed, although subsequent refinements have substituted metal

during manufacture. This allows both bulk materials and fine detail

chloride solutions for the resins. This technique allows large-scale

to be deposited within the same process. Subsequent refinements

objects to be printed and in December 2016 the first 3D-printed

can add acoustic, thermal and ventilation features to walls as well as

pedestrian bridge in the world was opened in Madrid. It has a total

decorative elements.

length of 12 metres and a width of 1.75 metres.

Variable nozzle with high resolution.
WinSun is one of the best known concrete CAM companies in China
using FDM. They have already printed a five-storey apartment
building and have recently signed a $US 1.5 billion Memorandum of
Understanding with Saudi Arabia’s Al Mobty Contracting Co. to print
30 million m2 of construction over the next few years.
XtreeE was founded in 2015 in France, and in January 2017
constructed Europe’s first concrete load-bearing element – a four
metre tall concrete “tree” supporting a playground roof in France.

THREE-DIMENSIONAL PRINTING
3D printing in this context means powder-based printing techniques.
An initial layer of cement is spread by the roller from the powder
feeder, and a liquid binder is then printed onto to it. Depending on the

4m-high concrete tree by XtreeE. Image. Alec, 2016.

binder used, the reaction could be hydration or alkali activate reaction.

A) Formwork printed. B) Formwork assemble and cast concrete
inside. C) Concrete demould and surface treatment.

For this technology to work in practice, long hydration times need
to be reduced. Since Portland cement typically needs several hours
for pre-setting and over 24 hours to develop some compressive

LOCAL OPPORTUNITIES

strength, using water as the binder would mean a printing speed of

Although such technologies open up new design freedoms and

just one layer per day. Accelerators can speed this up but, this will

potential labour cost reductions for end users, no New Zealand

affect the final mechanical properties. Using a magnesium cement

universities or research institutes are currently conducting research

system with a chloride liquid binder is a promising solution but,

into 3D concrete printing.

nozzle design and hydration rates are a challenge.

In addition, there is a requirement for improved regulation, specialist
recipe formulations, and techniques for incorporating reinforcement,
novel building design and use.
New Zealand Standards will need to be developed and cited in
the New Zealand Building Code, and initially it’s likely that CAM will
be used for temporary and non-structural features rather than
permanent and load-bearing structures.
However, 3D concrete printing will almost certainly find a niche in our
construction future, and at the moment the Asian market, particularly
China, is leading the way. “[Our] industry needs to innovate, or it will
be left behind,” conclude Callaghan Innovation.
This article is based on the paper 3D Printing of Concrete: Opportunities and
Challenges by Yaodong Jia and Conrad Lendrum of Callaghan Innovation
from the 2017 NZ Concrete Industry Conference in Wellington.

D-Shap Printing Process.
A) Binder spray for first layer printing; B) Repeat topping up
powder and spray; C) powder removal after final printed; D) Final
production after surface dispose.
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Launched in 1947 Castos was a toy that gave a realistic version of how to make miniature buildings in concrete.

PLAYING WITH CONCRETE
Castos and Lego toys both appeared in 1947. Lego
snap together bricks never made it on to a construction
site, but were a success, whereas Castos, which gave a
realistic version of how to make miniature buildings in
concrete, flopped.

Despite the wealth of buildings that can be made with stacking

Lego remains a mainstay of birthday and Christmas wish lists. The

Lincoln Logs. Able to make miniature log cabins from interlocking

question is, ‘what does it teach children about building?’ The answer

notched wooden “logs”, the components gave a realistic, stable

is, ‘not a lot!’

structure akin to a pioneer log cabin. The popularity of the toy

blocks, many other construction toys tried to imitate not just the
finished building but the building process.

NOTCHED LOGS
In 1916 John Wright filed a patent for the wooden building toy

was probably more related to playing ‘Cowboys and Indians’, with

The interlocking bricks of Lego are only held together by the

competing variations sold to market based on a romantic connection

friction fit. Also, being plastic, Lego lacks the weight that used to

to real and fictional historical figures.

be associated with traditional stacking bricks. These old-fashioned
toys taught about the role of gravity in making structures, and

BRICKPLAYER

the usefulness of the pyramid. This raises the issue of whether

Manufactured by J. W. Spears and Sons in 1936iv, Brickplayer had all

experiencing how the world is put together through play (in

the fun of building in brick but with a recyclable twist. Using flour,

miniature) is a vital skill for modern children – a skill encapsulated by
Castos.

chalk and water paste, the three-standard sized ceramic bricks

STACKING BRICKS

the bricks for reuse. Although advertised as “Build the real way -

could be built up in stretcher bond, but soaking the walls released
with real bricks and mortar”, not all real buildings would have been

In addition to teaching about gravity and how mass stabilises a

constructed using improvised mortar made of porridge, glacé icing,

structure, stacking blocks show that if you want to build tall having a

and toothpastev.

good foundation is essential.
In 1693 the philosopher John Locke suggested that learning might

CASTOS

best be done through play, and that children could learn their

If building in miniature bricks and mortar seems both a fiddly and

alphabet from having dice (wooden blocks) with letters on each sidei.

potentially messy toy, building in miniature reinforced concrete

This appreciation of the educational value of wooden blocks was

is even more so. Appearing in 1947 Castos was a toy that sought

echoed throughout the centuries including by the architect Frank

world peace through concrete, by providing examples of “the

Lloyd Wright, who claimed that such toys influenced his craftii.

finest specimens [of architecture] known to ancient and modern

At the end of the 19 century blocks of artificial stone appeared

civilisation.”vi

that were more like building in the ‘real thing’. In 1880 Friedrich

According to both the Australian advertisement, and the pencilled

th

Richter introduced his Anker-Steinbaukasten in Germany, which

price on a locally sourced set, the cost was £4/15/6, which was big

were extendable, heavier and more stable than a wooden block of

money for a toy in 1947. This is NZ$383 by today’s money; equivalent

corresponding size. Richter’s blocks were marketed worldwide, but

to buying a large Lego set.

World War I saw the English equivalent, Lott’s Bricks, appear in toy shopsiii.
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Setting up a Castos mould and Mother helping, both from the instruction booklet.

The big problem with in-situ concrete construction, whether at home

CASTOS AND PLAY

or on the building site, is that you make your building three times - 1)

Castos was about teaching the child to be an engineer not a concrete

You start by building a life-size hollow wooden model of your building,

worker. It must have taught patience in going from plan to finished

2) this formwork is then filled with reinforcing steel, 3) and then with

and painted structure (unless you could rope in Mum to do the

concrete. Once the concrete has cured properly, the wooden mould

latter), as the rewards of seeing the finished structure were a long

is removed. Castos reproduced the laborious process in miniature.

way from what could be achieved with stacking bricks.

The set contained many beautifully clear plans, whimsically coloured,

Castos was keen to reinforce the value of the engineering training

and an acetate sheet to go over them so they were not ruined during

the child would receive. The back of the set’s instruction book

the casting. A little bowl was supplied for mixing before pouring. The

offers endorsements from ‘Leading Authorities’ comprising a

Castos builder then made the moulds by nailing shaped pieces of

‘Government Architect’ who enthuses over how a child will develop

wood on the fibreboard back of the aluminium box lid.

his “appreciation of good proportion” while “enjoying every minute of
the process”; and a ‘Museum Curator’ who points out how “reading,

The Castos builder is always a “he”. Girls are encouraged to play

making, art, architecture, handiwork and history are all involved” in

a part, at least at the stage of painting the finished concrete
models when “he may have the enthusiastic help of sister or

playing with Castos.

mother.”vii Having made his moulds he adds reinforcement, pours

The fate of Castos raises a paradox. Here was a toy that taught how

the “concrete” to form the pieces, and then, when set, glues them

concrete worked but that was dramatically unsuccessful as a play

together into a building.

thing. At the same time, we live in a built environment dominated
by concrete. Given the success of plastic Lego, perhaps at least the

CASTOS BUILDINGS

future built environment will not be a plastic one.

The coloured plans that came with Castos were nothing if not

This article is based on the paper Playing with Concrete by Brenda Vale and
Robert Vale of Victoria University of Wellington from the 2017 NZ Concrete
Industry Conference in Wellington.

eclectic. They consisted of a signal box, a railway bridge, a concrete
canopy, a hydroelectric dam, and a historic stone church and bridge.
The modernist concrete signal box is in the tradition of those found
The concrete canopies have a Nervi-like appearance, but are also

i Locke, J. (1693). Some thoughts concerning education, available at
http://thefederalistpapers.integratedmarket.netdna-cdn.com/wp-content/
uploads/2012/12/John-Locke-Thoughts-Concerning-Education.pdf,
accessed 7 July 2017

reminiscent of those of the Chessington Branch in south London,

ii Wright, F. L. (1957). A testament. New York: Horizon Press

across the UK, and closer to home, in Petone.

which opened in 1938. Plans are also provided for a model of the

iii Brown, K. D. (2007). Factory of dreams. Lancaster: Crucible Books

original Monk Wearmouth Church in Tyne and Wear, founded in 665,

iv Meesam, D. (2017). History of brickplayer model kits, available at
http://www.brickplayer.co.uk/History, accessed 10 July 2017

and the 1272 stone Monnow Bridge in Monmouth. Essentially, this
was teaching that concrete was a replacement for stone in the brave

v Brighton Toy and Model Museum. (2016). Category: brickplayer, available
at http://www.brightontoymuseum.co.uk/index/Category:Brickplayer,
accessed 10 July 2017

new modern world.
In many ways Castos represents the hidden nature of concrete in
the construction industry, especially in England. Although concrete
is ubiquitous, few early Modernist buildings celebrate it as a material.

vi Architoys. (n.d.) Castos. available at http://www.architoys.net/toys/toylist1.
html, accessed 7 July 2017

In Britain the white cubic forms of Modernism were usually rendered

vii Castos. (1947?). Basic building yard. Hadley, Salop: Castos Ltd

brick walls that needed regular painting to achieve the Modern look.
Castos could be seen as entirely rational in its approach, as there is
no reason a concrete house has to look Modern.
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THE ROOT CAUSES OF POOR COMMUNICATION
SUE DYER
whenever you see fear erupting on your project. Then work to find a

For the past 10 years, I’ve asked project teams “from
your experience what is it that makes one project
succeed and another fail?” More than 95 percent of
team members said that good communication was the
reason for their success and poor communication was
the reason for their failures. Clearly, communication
appears to be the key to team success.

way to resolve issues that is fair to everyone involved.

ROOT CAUSE #2: MISALIGNED EXPECTATIONS
When the team members each have a different expectation on how
things are supposed to work you have misaligned expectations. Most
often it is over roles, responsibilities and authority. With misaligned
expectations, no matter how hard each side tries, it just can’t seem to
get together. The team may be “communicating” but understanding

After asking these questions of 134 different project teams and then

is not happening.

working with each team to improve their results, I began to realize
that often what the team believes to be a “communication” issue

Tip: Draw a picture

is actually a symptom of the real problem – or root cause. When a
team identifies its problem as one of poor communication and then

If a picture is worth a thousand words, then why not draw a picture of

works to try and resolve the “poor communication” issue, I found that

how your team is organized. Who is doing what, how do people fit into

significant improvement could not be made. Only by understanding

the process? What is their role? Who has the authority to make which

the root cause can you effectively work to solve the underlying issue.

decisions? What is the decision-making process? By drawing a picture

Over time patterns began to emerge. I’ve identified seven different

and allowing team members to ask questions, you will begin to align

root causes for team failure for which the project teams misidentified

expectations by agreeing on how things are supposed to (or need to)

poor communication as their issue.

work. Doing this exercise should make it very clear where you have
misaligned expectations, or misunderstanding, on roles, responsibilities

Let’s look at each of these root causes in more detail to see if you

and authority. Then, you can work to come to agreement.

identify any that might be affecting your team and to learn what you
might do to overcome them.

ROOT CAUSE #3: CONFUSION
Where there is confusion, chaos will break out. Again, this can

ROOT CAUSE #1: FEAR

be over roles, responsibilities or processes. When people aren’t

Fear makes team members feel the need to protect their own

sure what they are supposed to do, not only does the team lose

interests. When we feel the need to protect we certainly are not

productivity, there is chaos as people move around trying to figure

going to be open, therefore communication is going to be stifled.

out how things are supposed to work. This is true at all levels of

Worse yet, our communication is likely to be an argument about why

the project. If a decision is made but no one understands how it is

we are right and others are wrong. Letter writing on positions and

supposed to be implemented, then you will end up with different

inability to solve even simple problems is the result.

people implementing different solutions – leading to chaos and what
appears to be poor communication.

Tip: Trust and fear cannot coexist
To overcome fear, you must work to develop trust among the team

Tip: Work to become a trusted leader

members. Trust develops when you do what you say you are going

For a team to succeed, someone must be the leader. I see many

to do and by doing your part to help the team succeed. Teams are

teams without clear leaders and those teams seem to lack direction

interdependent. No one succeeds unless everyone pulls together.

and clarity. People vie for power and position, and that never leads

Trust erodes when someone feels that they are being treated

to success. Instead, work to become a trusted leader. A leader by

“unfairly.” So always talk about what is fair, put fairness on the table

definition is someone who has followers. And following is 100%
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voluntary. A trusted leader is someone who people follow because

team focused on what it will take to succeed. Inadequate resources

they trust them to lead the team to success. When people trust the

can also cause “slack.” The project team loses faith it can achieve the

leader then they feel they have a choice to be a part of the team. And

project goals. Lack of communication is usually the result.

the leader can offer clear direction, problem solving and decision

Tip: Manage the level of stress

making when needed.

Some people are just along for the ride and are not really committed

ROOT CAUSE #4: LOSS OF MOMENTUM

to the success of your project. This causes enormous stress on

When everyone on the team is not in the boat facing the same

the other team members. Sometimes you can’t do much to get rid
of the lack of commitment, but you can monitor and manage the

direction and rowing toward project success, the project loses

level of stress that the team encounters. Teams come together to

momentum. The more frustration there is, the more loss of

accomplish something, so there needs to be celebrations along the

momentum you will have. Frustration is caused when the team goes

way (perhaps at each milestone) of accomplishment.

forward but keeps getting pulled back. Soon the project is behind
schedule and communication switches to finger pointing, causing

ROOT CAUSE #7: UNCONSCIOUS INCOMPETENCE

even more loss of momentum.

Inexperienced staff can face a very steep learning curve. Even one

Tip: Resolve issues quickly

inexperienced person in a key role can cause havoc on your project.

Teams start out and gain momentum over time. When problems and

That person just doesn’t know what he or she doesn’t know, so he

issues arise, it causes a loss of momentum. However, if the problem or

or she focuses on what is available: the specifications, contract and

issue is resolved quickly the momentum is only slightly diminished and

drawings. That person must learn how to resolve specific project

the team continues to move forward and grow. It is therefore imperative

problems as they occur. Often, documentation becomes the focus

that you have a clear process for resolving issues quickly. This process

instead of problem solving.

needs to be known and used by all. One such process is to agree to
disagree on an issue and then empower a new set of people to look

Tip: Be open to mentoring

at it so they can offer their ideas for resolution. Give these new people

Both experienced and inexperienced team members must be open to

the power to decide. Then move on. Indecision is your enemy.

the possibility of sharing knowledge. Having a mentor can shorten the
learning curve for new hires by decades. Too often new people are sent

ROOT CAUSE #5: DISSATISFACTION

to do the grunt work or sent into the project like lambs to the slaughter.

Research shows that when project teams look forward to going to

These are not very effective ways to deal with people who need to learn.
For those of you who are new, you must accept that others who have

their jobs (the level of job satisfaction is high) the project is highly

been around for some time have seen a few more things than you have.

likely to be on time and on budget. When the project teams “dread”

You don’t need to know everything. Your job is to learn.

going to work, the project is in deep trouble. When a project is not
fun to be on and a sense of dread appears, communication between

By knowing the root cause of your communication problems,

project team members will be strained at best.

you can vastly improve your chance for team success. The best
way to uncover communication problems and their root cause is

Tip: Build in fun

by conducting a monthly measurement on how well the team is

Teams that have “fun” perform better. And you can build in the fun. It

communicating and working together.

is important to take time to laugh and enjoy each other. I have seen

Sue Dyer, President of OrgMetrics LLC a professional partnering facilitation
firm, has created a structured Collaborative Partnering™ model that is
producing extraordinary project results (10-30% cost savings). Sue just
launched two new collaboration tools to assist project teams, Partnering
FIT™ virtual training program and the Construction Scorecard™ program
that includes your Project Momentum Score™. These new tools allow you
to develop an integrated culture of collaboration on your projects. To learn
more about Partnering FIT ™ or the Construction Scorecard™ inquire at
info@orgmet.com.

teams that play golf, have barbecues, share a joke at the start of
each meeting and learn to fish together. These were top performing
teams. So monitor the level of “fun” on your team and work to ensure
that your team is having fun together.

ROOT CAUSE #6: LACK OF COMMITMENT
When people aren’t really committed to the success of your project
you have “slack.” This is like slack in a rope. You don’t have a strong
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KEY DATES
CONCRETE NZ – READYMIX SECTOR GROUP MEETINGS
MEETING

DATE

TIME

VENUE

Council

Tuesday, 13 March 2018

9.30 a.m. to 3.00 p.m.

Suncourt Motor Lodge, Taupo

Combined
North Island

Wednesday, 14 March 2018

1:00pm to 5.00 p.m.,
followed by boat trip.

Suncourt Motor Lodge, Taupo

FUN (CONCRETE) FACT
DURABLE EMOJIS
Emojis will be some of the most recognizable icons of
the 21st century, says architect Changiz Tehrani, which
is why he decided to cast 22 of them in concrete for a
building in the Dutch city of Amersfoort.
“In classical architecture they used heads of the king or whatever,
and they put that on the façade,” Tehrani told The Verge. “So we were
thinking, what can we use as an ornament so when you look at this
building in 10 or 20 years you can say ‘hey this is from that year!’” The
answer was obvious: emoji.
The end effect is actually pretty subtle. The building is built around
the lines of a grid, with pillars of brick, beams of white concrete, and
decorative circles at the intersections. The emoji only appear on one
side of the building, which faces into a town square.
“There are all these young people there, and emoji is a thing of now,”
says Tehrani, who works for the Dutch firm Attika Architekten. “The
students sit in the square and have lunch and they take pictures. They
like it. And with our architecture we always like to put in small details that
makes the project a little bit more than a boring building.”
The design for each emoji was taken from the template used by
WhatsApp, and converted by Attika into a 3D model. These were then
sent to the building company involved in the project, which created
moulds for the emoji and cast them in concrete. Only faces were chosen
as they were the most expressive and recognizable emoji.
The reaction has been uniformly positive, says Tehrani, though he
admits he never asked older residents of Amersfoort what they thought.

Images: Attika Architekten / Bart van Hoek
Text: The Verge. https://www.theverge.com/tldr/2017/4/24/15405402/emojiemoticon-architecture-facade-netherlands
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